
New Bot Scheme Finds A Way 
Around Ads.txt Protections 

What Happened?
The bot net that DV identified perpetrates a sophisticated, unique type 
of fraud. Here’s what happens: 

1. The bot visits the site of a valid publisher and scrapes
      the site’s content. 

2. The bot manipulates the environment to make it appear as though 
      the browser is visiting the original site; however it is actually viewing 
      falsified content and ads. 

3. The bot sells the ads slots it generated—under falsified URL’s—  
      through one of the resellers listed on the original site’s ads.txt 
      file, making the content, the ad and the reseller arrangement 
      appear legitimate. 
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FRAUDLAB
FLASH REPORT

In late 2018, DoubleVerify’s Fraud Lab identified a new bot network designed to generate a high volume of non-human 
traffic across hundreds of websites. In this scheme, bots scraped the content of legitimate websites—sometimes 
premium ones—and generated falsified sites, with URL’s made to appear original. The falsified sites would
display the original, scraped content coupled with fraudulent ad slots added to the page.
We alerted our impacted clients and partners, and immediately set up mechanisms to
protect against this type of fraud. 

What was especially interesting about this fraud scheme is that it was specifically
designed to circumvent the widely used ads.txt framework in order to commit fraud. 
  

Ads.txt, which stands for “Authorized Digital Sellers,” is an IAB-approved text file that 
aims to prevent the sale of unauthorized ad inventory. Publishers drop the ads.txt text 
file, which lists all of the companies that are authorized to sell their inventory, onto their
web servers. Similarly, programmatic platforms read this information to integrate
ads.txt rules in order to qualify the inventory they purchase—creating greater
transparency and trust in the value chain. Unauthorized reselling has been described
as a “major scourge in programmatic advertising” and many pundits have hailed ads.txt
as not only a fraud remedy, but a cure. 

While we definitely agree that ads.txt is a significant step in the right direction, this new fraud scheme demonstrates that 
it’s not a complete failsafe. It’s important for platforms, buyers and sellers to remain vigilant—employing multiple layers 
of protection to ensure bad actors can’t infiltrate the supply chain. 

This fraud scheme was especially interesting in that it was specifically designed
to take advantage of the widely used ads.txt framework in order to commit fraud
that would not trigger ads.txt violations. 
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During this last incident, there was an ads.txt file in 47% of the cases, and the fraudulent ads were actually sold through 
an authorized reseller. 

How Did It Happen?
To understand what happened, it’s necessary to take a step back and examine the history of ads.txt. 
Ads.txt is a simple, flexible and secure method that publishers and distributors can use to publicly declare the companies 
they authorize to sell their digital inventory. The goal of ads.txt is to increase transparency in the supply chain, making it 
harder for bad actors to profit by selling counterfeit inventory across the programmatic ecosystem. 

With this in mind, here is how ads.txt progressed: 

            1. Publishers began to implement ads.txt. According to FirstImpression.io,  
          adoption has reached over 40% on AlexaTM 1000 sites. Google, for example, 
          recently announced that nearly all ad dollars (90%) exchanged on its ad server 
          are directed to verified publishers using ads.txt. This is great news! 

                        2.  Programmatic platforms announced their intent to rely heavily on ads.txt as a  
          tool to qualify supply sources and filter out fraud. This means that publishers 
          have to list all their sellers and resellers in their ads.txt files in order to preserve 
          maximum revenue potential. Even better news! 

All is well, right? Unfortunately, this is where it gets a
bit more complicated. Concurrent with publisher
adoption and reliance on ads.txt, entities specializing
in resale of inventory–but who didn’t necessarily have
a direct relationship with the publisher–began
campaigning publishers to add them as authorized
resellers. When threatened with potential loss of
revenue, many publishers assented to these requests,
resulting in ads.txt files rife with unknown resellers,
like the one on the right. 

That brings us to how the fraudsters actually
took advantage of the system. 

The bot net operators obtained accounts on some of the
lesser-known resellers that had been included on the
legitimate site’s ads.txt file. Once accepted, they then sold their fraudulent inventory through these networks. In most 
cases, the ad slots appeared to originate from a valid site. Because the fraudsters targeted a reseller that was listed on 
the valid site’s ads.txt file, their legitimacy was further reinforced. 

Using a combination of machine learning and manual review, DV recognized the fraud scheme and was able to identify it 
as a bot net. We immediately put protections in place for our clients and partners. This particular fraud scheme 
demonstrates how creative fraudsters can be in avoiding industry-wide transparency initiatives to perpetuate fraud. The 
case further underscores why it’s important to work with MRC-accredited, third-party vendors that provide multiple layers 
of protection—from pre-bid avoidance to post-bid monitoring and blocking—in order to defend against dynamic and 
evolving fraud methodologies. 
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